The problem of describing optical turbulent structures, arising in resonant media with high Fresnel numbers, is reviewed. The consideration is based on the probabilistic approach to pattern selection, ascribing a probability distribution of patterns to systems with multiple possible structures. The most probable structure corresponds to the minimal expansion exponent, or to the minimal expansion rate, characterizing the phase-space expansion of a dynamical system. Turbulent photon filamentation is studied. The most probable filament radius and the number of filaments are found, being in good agreement with experiment.
EXPERIMENTS ON OPTICAL STRUCTURES
Spatio-temporal optical structures appear when electromagnetic waves propagate through a medium possessing some sort of nonlinearity. One can distinguish three types of such media, depending on the physical origin of nonlinearity.
( i) Kerr medium. This is a passive medium with a nonlinear relation between polarization and electric field, when susceptibility depends on the field intensity. Many liquid crystals pertain to this kind of matter. Different patterns arising in the Kerr medium are reviewed in Refs. 1-3. (ii) Photorefractive medium. This pertains to a medium with a strong photorefractive effect. The photorefractive effect is the change in refractive index of a medium resulting from the optically induced redistribution of electrons and holes. The modulation of the medium refractive index is usually realized as a four-wave mixing process. Two input optical fields produce intensity grating, shifting electrons from donor atoms, which induces a space charge wave, equivalent to the formation of a ripple field. The nonlinear interaction of the input fields with the medium leads to the generation of two output waves. An example of a photorefractive medium is the bismuth selicon oxide crystal Bi12SiO20. Various patterns are reviewed in Refs. 2, 3.
(iii) Resonant medium. This, evidently, is an active medium typical of laser systems. Nonlinearity arises because of an effective interaction of resonant atoms through the common radiation field. Different spatio-temporal structures were observed in a Na2 laser, CO2 laser, dye laser and in many semiconductor and vapour lasers, as is reviewed in Pattern formation in nonlinear optics, which is also called optical morphogenesis, has many similarities for different media. This especially concerns the case when nonlinear optical samples have the same geometry. The most often used is the cylindrical geometry typical of lasers. Characteristic structures of cylindrical samples are filaments, aligned along the cylindrical axis, where the radiation intensity is much higher than in the space between these filaments. The appearance of such structures is easily noticeable in the transverse cross-section, where the high-intensity filaments are exhibited as bright spots. For brevity, we call these filamentary structures photon filaments5'6.
In the case of cylindrical samples, the peculiar properties of photon filaments essentially depend on the Fresnel number 'irR2 F_ AL in which R is the cylinder radius, L is the characteristic length, and A is the radiation wavelength. The Fresnel number is a sort of an aspect ratio comparing the transverse and longitudinal characteristics.
The Fresnel number in optics plays the same role as the Reynolds number in hydrodynamics. When increasing the Reynolds number, the fluid passes from laminar motion to turbulent one. A similar transition happens in optics when increasing the Fresnel number, and occurs around F 10.
At small Fresnel numbers F < 5, there can exist several transverse modes with a regular behaviour. These transverse structures are regular in space, forming ordered geometric arrays seen as polygons in the transverse crosssection, with the number of bright spots proportional to F2 . The structures are also regular in time being either stationary or periodically oscillating. The type of such regular structures is prescribed by the sample geometry and corresponds to the empty-cavity Gauss-Laguerre modes imposed by the cylindrical geometry. This regular behaviour in optics is analogous to the laminar motion in hydrodynamics, and it is well understood theoretically both for nonlinear media, such as a Kerr medium and photorefractive crystals'3, and for laser media4.
For large Fresnel numbers F > 15, the appearing spatio-temporal patterns are principally different from the empty-cavity modes. The modal expansion is no longer valid and the boundary conditions have no importance. The medium looks as a bunch of independently flashing filaments, whose number is proportional to F. The filaments are chaotically distributed in the transverse cross-section, are not correlated with each other, and are flashing aperiodically in time. This spatio-temporal optical chaos is similar to hydrodynamic turbulence, because of which it is called optical turbulence. Since this phenomenon is characterized by the formation of bright filaments with a high photon density, it has been named7 turbulent photon filamentation. This kind of optical turbulence was observed in nonlinear media, such as photorefractive crystals2'3 as well as in different lasers, such as CO2 , dye, and vapour lasers (see discussion in Refs. 5-7).
The theory of turbulent photon filamentation was advanced in Ref. 7. This theory is based on the probabilistic approach to pattern selection6.
PROBABILISTIC PATTERN SELECTION
The problem of pattern selection arises when evolution equations possess several solutions corresponding to different spatio-temporal structures. This problem is rather common for many nonlinear systems, optical media being only a particular case8 . Therefore, let us, first, formulate a general approach to pattern selection, relevant for any dynamical system.
Let us consider a set of functions, in general complex, Yk (x, t) enumerated by the index k = 1, 2, . . . and depending on a collection of variables x e B c Rd and on time t e R. The set of y(t) {yk(x, t)} is the dynamical state. For the compactness of notation, it is convenient to denote by one index i the pair k and x, writing y(t) = {y(t)}, with y(t) yk(x, t). Then the dynamical state y(t) can be treated as a column with respect to i. In this notation, the system of evolution equations can be presented as
with a velocity filed being also a column v(y, t) = {Vj(y, t)}. Evolution equations containing only the first derivatives in time are called to have the normal form. Any system of equations containing higher time derivatives can always be reduced to the normal form9.
The dynamical state y(t) C Jr pertains to a phase space Jr = ®jJr, being a tensor product of the spaces J y(t).
An elementary phase volume of the phase space Jr can be written6'7 as 5F(t), with öI'(t) fl6y(t) .
( 2) The temporal behaviour of the phase volume element (2) is characterized by the expansion exponent cr(t) ln (3) which shows whether the phase volume expands with time or contracts according to the law
The expansion exponent (3) can be presented in several equivalent forms6'7. Introducing the multiplier matrix
we can transform Eq. (3) to
Another form of the expansion exponent (3) can be obtained by means of the expansion matrix X(t) = [X(t)]
with the elements V (4\ -6v(y,t) ./1jj)) =
•
The variation of the evolution equation (1) yields (t) = (t)(t).
From Eqs. (6) and (7), we find
If the multiplier matrix (4) possesses eigenvalues (t) enumerated by a multi-index ri, then Eq. (5) gives
Let us introduce the local expansion rate
The latter, depending on the form of the expansion exponent, can be written in the following three ways:
A(t) = in (t)I.
From Eq. (13), we have iim A(t) = A,
n where the right-hand side is the sum of the Lyapunov exponents iim inI(t)I , (15) t-*oo t provided the corresponding limit exists.
It is easy to check that iim A.
t-oo
n These limiting properties remind us those of the Gibbs entropy
in which p(y, t) is a probability density. For the Gibbs entropy in steady states, one has10'4 the limit trrcA SG(t)=An.
The quantity dSG/dt is called the entropy production rate or, simply, the entropy production. Therefore, the expansion exponent cr(t) is a kind of dynamic entropy variation, and the expansion rate A(t) resembles the entropy production rate. More details on the entropy production can be found in Refs. 11-16. Notice that normally an invariant probability measure of a steady state is singular'3 and therefore the Gibbs entropy SG(t) is SG(t) = -oc, which is physically unacceptable.
It is worth mentioning that in dynamical theory the quantity Re Trt(t) is sometimes termed the contraction rate. According to Eq. (12), the expansion rate (10) could also be named the contraction rate. The usage of the words "expansion" or "contraction" is rather philological. But, probably, it is more logical to call A(t) the expansion rate, since A(t) > 0 means really the expansion of the phase volume 18F(t)I, while A(t) < 0 implies the contraction of the latter. Now let us turn to the problem of pattern selection, when the evolution equation (1) possesses a set of solutions corresponding to different spatio-temporal structures. If we label these different patterns by an index a, then for each pattern we have a solution y(c, t) and, respectively, an expansion exponent u(c, t) and an expansion rate A(c, t). The problem is how to classify these different solutions and the related patterns.
The probabilistic approach to pattern selection6'7 is based on the idea that each pattern can be characterized by its probabilistic weight. That is, there should exist a pattern distribution p(a, t). The latter can be derived by minimizing the pattern information
consisting of the sum of the Shanon information and lost information, under the normalization condition I p(a,t) da = 1.
This implies the minimization of the conditional pattern information
4(t) I(t) + 1(t) [fP(a,t) d -i]
in which 1(t) ln Z(t) -1 is a Lagrange multiplier. Minimizing (t) results in the pattern distribution
with the normalization factor Z(t) = f exp{_(a,t)} da.
Taking into account the relation (10), we obtain 1 p(a,t) = exp{-A(a,t) t} .
(19)
In this way, the most probable pattern corresponds to the minimal expansion exponent a(a, t) or, equivalently, to the minimal expansion rate A(a, t), that is, one has the relation minA(a,t) == maxp(a,t). Thus, we come to the following conclusion.
Principle of Pattern Selection. The most probable pattern for a dynamical system at a given time is defined by the minimal expansion rate.
Let us emphasize that the formulated here approach of Probabilistic Pattern Selection is a very different from the Prigogine'72' principle of minimal entropy production in stationary states. The latter principle deals with the entropy production S dS/dt defined as time derivative of thermodynamical entropy. It says that the entropy production 5(a) in a stationary state is minimal with respect to internal thermodynamic variables a. The basic points, distinguishing the Probabilistic Pattern Selection from the Prigogine principle, are as follows: (i) This approach is developed for arbitrary dynamical systems. In particular, it may concern the evolution equations for thermodynamic variables or for statistical averages of some operators.
(ii) The theory is valid for any dynamical states, not necessarily stationary ones. (iii) Not solely the most probable pattern is defined, but the probability distribution for all feasible patterns is suggested.
TURBULENT PHOTON FILAMENTATION
Now we shall apply the theory of Sec.2 to the problem of turbulent photon filamentation, discussed in Sec. 1 .Consider a system of N resonant atoms interacting with electromagnetic field as is described by the Hamiltonian k1Ha+Hf+Haf (21) consisting of the terms: The Hamiltonian of two-level resonant atoms fta0(+5) , in which A A(r, t), and the transition-current and transition-dipole operators are
where d is the transition dipole, d doed; S are the rising or lowering operators, respectively; and E0 is a seed field.
We shall consider the evolution equations for the functions u(r,t) 2 < S(r,t) > , s(r,t) 2 < Sz(r,t) > , (25) being the statistical averages of the corresponding operators. Introduce the notation f(r,t) = fo(r,t) + frad(r,t) (26) for an effective field acting on an atom, with the cavity seed field fo(r,t) -2id.Eo(r,t) (27) and the radiation field
where k0 E wo/c, p is the density of atoms, and y 4kd/3 is the natural width. The seed field E0 = E1 eit) + E e_z_wt) (29) selects the longitudinal mode with the frequency w = kc satisfying the quasiresonance condition Izl -<<1, zEW-w0.
wo The evolution equations for the atomic variables (25) can be derived5 by eliminating the field variables and invoking the semiclassical approximation. This yields
where ' is the level width, 'y is the line width, and ( > 0 is a pumping parameter.
Without the loss of generality, we may look for the solutions to Eqs. (30) in the form of a bunch of N1 filaments,
with r± E /x2 + y2 . In the case of very small Fresnel numbers, F << 1 , there is the sole filament, so that Nf = 1 and u and s are uniform in space. For low Fresnel numbers F < 10, when the regime of laminar filamentation occurs, an expansion over Gauss-Laguerre modes is more appropriate4. And for large Fresnel number F > 10, when the regime of turbulent filamentation develops, there appear many uncorrelated filaments. Then the functions u and s are essentially nonzero only around the axis of an n-th filament, but fastly decrease outside the filament, so that UmUn 'S-' 6mn, 5m5n 6mn, and 'UmSn 6mn• Here we are interested in the latter case of turbulent photon filamentation.
To describe the turbulent regime, let us introduce the averaged functions 11 11
Vn JV Vn JV with the averaging over a cylinder enveloping the n-th filament. The volume of the enveloping cylinder is Vn = rraL, with an being the cylinder radius and L, the sample length. The radius of the enveloping cylinder an is related to the filament radius rn by the conservation-energy equation f Iun(r±, t)12 dr = Vnun(rn, t)2.
If the filament profile is well approximated by the normal law exp(-r/2r3, the relation (33) gives an = 1.82 rn .
The sample is assumed to have the cylindrical shape of radius R and length L. For these values and for the radiation wavelength A, the inequalities typical of lasers, are valid. For the functions (32) , characterizing the turbulent regime, we obtain the equations The equations for different filaments are naturally decoupled since the filaments are not correlated with each other. The nonlinear system of equations (35) can be solved by means of the scale separation approach5'22 . The details of this solution can be found in Refs. 6, 7. Calculating the expansion rate (12) and minimizing it with respect to the filament radius, we obtain the most probable radius
which is in good agreement with experiment, as is discussed in Refs. 5-7. The formula (37) has been specially checked in the regime of turbulent photon filamentation of CO2 and dye lasers and found to well describe the experimental observations2327.
The most probable number of filaments can be estimated from the normalization integral fsdr=(, (38) where the integration is over the whole volume of the sample V ='irR2L. Considering the developed turbulent regime, when the population difference inside each filament of radius rf has reached the value of the pumping parameter ( and the population difference outside the filaments is Sot, we have from the integral (38) the equation
From here, we find V 'R2 N1=-=(-) .
(39) Vf \rfj With the filament radius (37), this gives Nf4F, (40) which also is in good agreement with experiment.
Filamentation in laser media is a rather general process and should arise for different samples, provided the Fresnel number is sufficiently high. This should concern as well the so-called random lasers28.
The theory presented above has to do with the well developed optical turbulence corresponding to large Fresnel numbers. An interesting question is how to describe the intermediate region, where 5 < F < 15, and the arising turbulence is yet weak, being intermittent with the remnants of the regular filaments, characterized by the Gauss-Laguerre modes. Then between the laminar and turbulent filaments there could appear a kind of Josephson interference, as it happens for electromagnetic vortices29'30. In the frame of the probabilistic pattern selection, described in Sec.2, we could treat laminar and turbulent filaments as independent, calculating their probabilities. In the intermediate region of Fresnel numbers, where these two types of filaments coexist, their probabilities should be comparable. At low Fresnel numbers, the probability of the laminar filament must prevail, while at high F, the probability of the turbulent filaments is to become much larger. In this way, the whole picture for arbitrary F, varying in the interval [0, oo), can be done in the frame of the probabilistic pattern selection. 
